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If this is your first visit, be sure to check out the frequently asked questions. You may have to register before you can post: click on the register link above to continue. To start viewing messages, select the forum you want to visit from the selection below. If you have an immediate customer service issue, please email Parts Express on
CustomerService@Parts-Express.com or call 800-338-0531, Monday to Friday 8am - 6pm EST. !!! Exclusively available on Parts Express and finally available to the public: Celestion revolutionary Axi2050 compression driver! Capable of 300-20000 Hz, the Celestion Axi2050 is one of a kind. It's working... DiyAudio Member Lepai LP-
2020A vs. Lepai LP-2020TI Hi Are there people here who have had the opportunity to hear both Lepai LP-2020A and Lepai LP-2020TI amplifiers? Lepai LP-2020A: Lepai LP-2020TI: Parts Express Say quote: For years the LP-2020A dominated the mini-amplifier arena, but due to the scarcity of the Tripath TA2020 amplifier chip, Lepai is
gradually out of this very popular amplifier. However, coming out of its decline is the Lepai LP-2020TI. Identical in shape and function this little amplifier has the same set of inputs and the same front panel controls, but where it differs the insides and it's really wonderful that the engineers at Lepai have created in LP-2020TI. ... Focusing on
the design of the Texas Instruments TPA3118 chip, they created the LP-2020TI. This new amplifier from Lepai, although it does not contain outdated amplifier chips, overcomes its predecessor in both flexibility and performance. ... Using an audio-accurate analyzer, an industry standard in measuring audio equipment, the LP-2020TI
emerges as a real winner - it easily goes out performs LP- 2020A. Measuring THD-N vs. LP-2020TI produces 14 W per channel while distorting 1% when playing 1 kHz tone. This is twice the capacity of the 1% THD-N that the LP-2020A can be at 7 watt per channel. Officially, the LP-2020TI has the best parameters. But really, when
listening, is there any difference between how they sound? If so, which one is preferable? Thank you last edited by Spaceman5; December 5, 2016, 7:01 a.m. Lepai LP-2020TI Digital Hi-Fi Audio Mini Amplifier with Power Continuing Legacy For many years LP-2020A dominated the mini amplifier arena, but due to the lack of Tripath
TA2020 chip amplifier, Lepai is gradually out of this very popular amplifier. However, coming out of its decline is the Lepai LP-2020TI. Identical in shape and function this little amplifier has the same set of inputs and the same front panel controls, but where it differs the insides and it's really wonderful that the engineers at Lepai have
created in LP-2020TI. Making a name for yourself, equipped with the Texas Instruments amplifier amplifier Class D, this mini amplifier produces an effective sound, with extremely low distortion, and it works coolly by doing so. A 12 12 3A power is enabled with this amplifier, which has enough energy to drive to almost any speaker. But
one of the surprising features of the LP-2020TI is its ability to operate on a wide range of voltage; 4.5-24 VDC. This means you can run this amplifier in a portable app using only 3 AA batteries or you can upgrade your power supply to maximize your full potential. All the features you need are simple and simple, this amplifier is easy to
use. To get started, just plug in your power source, plug the speaker wire between the speakers and spring the loaded terminals on the back, connect the source device using either a 3.5mm AUX input or a stereo RCA nest, turn it on and rock out. Set up the sound using bass and triple control or click Direct to get around this circuit for
cleaner listening. The oversized front handle smoothly controls the volume and is surrounded by an array of blue light. Installing tabs on the sides of this amplifier make it easy to reliably mount this amplifier in turnkey DIY projects. Enjoy great sound, easy-to-use audio and more features than you'd expect in the amplifier in this price range
with Lepai LP2020TI. Specs: - Power: 2 x 20 W RMS - Speaker-intransigence: 4-8 oms - SNR: qgt;102 dB - Injected intransigent Use: 47k ohms - Frequency response: 20 Hz - 22 kHz - entry sensitivity: 200 mW and minimum THD: 20 w per channel), we recommend power source, that's qlt.1% q dimensions: 4.72 q d' x q 5.79 q w' x q
1.65' h.' power, supply specifications: q q input: 100 q 240 q vac, 50-60 q hz q output :12 vdc, 3a (minimum) q q 2.1 q x q 5.5' plug.' please note:the ' included' power' supply is' capable of driving this q amp'at q The full potential of this amp is capable of producing 60 watts of total production. AudioKarma Audio Forums Solid State of the
Solid State launched by Transmaster, April 11, 2017. Audiokarma Home Audio Stereo Discussion Forums Home Forums of the AudioKarma Audio Forums are a solid state of the zgt; There's a cheap and then there's dirt cheap - and we'd throw lepai LP-2020A in this latest category. This is partly due to its unnamed brand origin; indeed,
we have never heard of the (presumably Chinese) manufacturer before, and the name seems to draw empty on Google. Available online on sites such as Amazon and Parts Express for less than $25, this mini amplifier is something of a throwback to the days of the stereo component and top audio shelves. The product is literally just an
amplifier: you provide a linear sound source (smartphone, CD player, cable box, PC, whatever) and speakers, and Lepai handles amplification duties. The result is that you don't get from an integrated boombox or top stereo shelf, nor anything that is outstanding enough to tempt serious audiophiles or anyone with high-quality speakers.
But the LP-2020A has a certain old-school charm, and allows you to choose your own speakers. If you're zlt;0.1% its limitations, the sound of this little amplifier can actually exceed the expectations of most buyers. Design and features With its low, low price I expected the LP-2020A' stereo amplifier to be tiny, and it's only 1.5 inches tall by
5.5 inches wide by 4.5 inches in depth. Since the amplifier weighs less than 1 pound, it will most likely slide around on the shelf when you touch it, but the cutouts in the metal flanks on the sides of the chassis can be used to secure an LP-2020A on a wooden shelf. This is an effective, if low technical, solution to the tendency of the
amplifier to move around when setting up controls. Lepai LP-2020A' is predictably no-frills, but we were pleased to see the tone (bass and treble) control. For that kind of money one would expect the amp to be a bit of a plastic box, but no, the LP-2020A has all the metal chassis and front panel. The smoothly rotating volume control
doesn't feel cheap, but the very bright backlit blue LED ring surrounding the volume stick might be downright annoying in dimly lit rooms. The front panel also has a bass and triple tone control handle, and a tone/straight button that turns on and off the tone control. Lepai has two sets of stereo inputs on the back: one 3.5mm mini jacket and
one set of RCA (red/white) sockets. Please note that LP-2020A does not have a input selector. RCA and 3.5mm inputs are both at all times, so if, for example, you had a TV and an iPod connected and turned on at the same time you would hear both of them over the speakers connected to the amplifier. It's okay - just turn on the source
you want to listen to. Also, if you use the computer as one of the inputs, you may well appreciate always on the inputs, since you will be able to hear alerts of the computer sounds mixed with the second source of sound. The Lepai back panel has two inputs, plus the necessary speaker wire clips. The rear panel also has two sets of spring
clips to connect the speaker wire. To be clear, there is no line out or headphone jack, so you need to plug in a standard set of speakers. Powering speakers (such as PC speakers) wouldn't work and they would make the Lepai amplifier redundant anyway. The TA2020 amplifier chip includes Tripath's patented Digital Energy Processing
Technology. This chip was cited by the engineering magazine IEEE Spectrum as one of the chips that shocked the world when it was introduced in 1998. Unsurprisingly, Tripath amplifiers have earned a reputation for sound quality from budget audiophiles, and the rich tonal balance of the LP-2020A will not tarnish this impression. Looking
at the comments on the amazon pages in the customer review, it seems there is some confusion as to whether the LP-2020A comes with air conditioning (a small wall wart), but the two models we ordered (from Part Express and Amazon) both did. While the overview of the amplifier sample looks like this Like the other Lepai LP-2020A's
sold online, its long and flat cardboard box looks very different from window with an amplifier image on the box I've seen from other vendors. A 6-inch adapter cable with a 3.5mm plug at one end and an RCA stereo connector on the other included an amplifier. Amazon customer review pages also report recurrent quality control issues
with LP-2020A, but both of our review samples worked perfectly. The Page 2 amplifier is rated at 20 W per channel, but since Lepai does not provide specific ratings for 4- or 8-ohm-rated speakers (most amps have different power specifications for 4- and 8-ohm speakers) the actual rating may be lower. This is not unusual; most low-cost
and mid-priced receivers that sell 10 or 20 times more than the LP-2020A do not meet their announced power ratings. Like many desktop amplifiers, the LP-2020A does not have a remote control. While it's hard to complain about this price, it means that all your interactions with it - power, volume and tone control - need to be processed
manually. If you want to add a wireless audio feature to Lepai, you can easily do so by buying a Bluetooth adapter for $35 or less. See logitech and Belkin, for example. The performance I listened to LP-2020A with a pair of PSB Alpha B bookshelf speakers, and a small amplifier can play quite loudly without distortion. I would take a 20
watt rating per channel as realistic. The tonal balance of the amp is soft and soft, and given the low, low price of the LP-2020A, I was very pleased with the sound quality. Bringing tone control with the front button slightly reduces the volume, even when the bass and triple controls are tuned to flat. This is hardly a concern, but it is not
something that usually happens with most amps. The LP-2020A is in action, amplifying the speakers of the Sony SS-B1000 and using the Belkin Bluetooth adapter as a sound source. To get the best fix on LP-2020A's sound I compared it to the least expensive low power amplifier I had on hand, the $199 Audioengine N22 (22 W per
channel). The N22 is a desktop amplifier, but unlike most small amplifiers, the N22 is a conventional (non-digital) amplifier. In any case, the two amplifiers sounded equally powerful, but N22 introduced a more sharply focused sound picture. The definition of bass on Beyonce's album 4 has been greatly improved; Dynamic kicking is
stronger, and the treble detail was higher. The stereo sound scene of the N22 was more detailed and spacious than that of the Lepai LP-2020A. The nearly eight times more expensive amplifier was decidedly better than the Lepai - but it certainly wasn't eight times better sounding. The conclusion of LP-2020A certainly costs money, and I
wouldn't rule it out for audiophiles looking for a budget amplifier for a bedroom or office system. As long as you're realistic about Lepai's features and limited feature set, you can't go wrong with this little amp. Editors' Note: CNET's Rankings value assessment, which aligns with design, functions and performance in our estimates for Audio.
In the case of Lepai LP-2020A, the valuation is 8. 8. lepai lp-2020a+ vs lp-2020ti
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